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Objective:

Develop an understanding of abstract art.
Develop fine and gross motor skills.
Create an understanding of murals.

Key words:

Abstract Art, paint, mural, dance,
primary colors and secondary colors

Materials:

Washable tempera paint
Mural Paper (large paper on the roll) preferably white
A large cookie sheet
Workspace outside
A hose and sprinkler (optional)

Instructions:
1- Look up abstract art on your computer or in
books. Discuss the images you find with your
children. Using abstract art as a reference, ask
your child to pretend they are abstract artists.
2- Pour a variety of tempera paint onto a large
baking sheet.

will love watching their feet make prints all over
the paper.
9- Encourage them to put their feet back in the
paint and walk in different directions, fill the entire
paper with tons and tons of prints.

3- Cover the area you will be painting in with
newspaper (find an area outside to work).

10- Colors will get mixed, prints will overlap,
designs will be created and the kids will have a
blast “painting with their toes”.

4- Lay down the mural paper (you may need to
tack the paper down).

11- Allow the mural to dry and then find a place to
hang their abstract creation.

5- Have your child remove their shoes and socks. 12- For additional fun, play music and have them
dance their footprints onto the paper. Different
6- Place the baking sheet as close to the mural music may create different designs. Another
paper as possible.
suggestion would be to allow the mural to dry and
then add handprints.
7- Help your child stand on the tray.
13- After they have completed painting, turn on
8- Once the soles of their feet have paint on the sprinkler and allow them to “clean-off”, this art
them, allow them to walk, dance or jump across activity can turn into an afternoon of fun outdoors.
the paper. Kids will enjoy the feel of the paint and
For more lesson, activities
and coloring pages visit:

colo r w i t h l e o . c o m
color
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